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From the Chair
We  all  have  a  longing  for  a 
community  where  we  feel  we  truly 
belong. 

If  you’ve  ever  moved  into  a  new 
location, I have found it can take 18 
months to 2 years before you feel a 

sense of confidence in being in your new home. 

You get to know neigbours and shop keepers, you might 
have joined a club, interest, or sporting group. You come 
to know how things are done in your community.

Being known by others and being able to contribute to 
the interests of a wider community seems one of the 
most  satisfying  things  to  experience  in  this  life.  It 
provides a sense of purpose, but clearly it also benefits 
other  people.  It  really  is more blessed to  give than to 
receive.

Something  approaching  reciprocity  occurs.  We  are 
willing to make sacrifices, while others sacrifice or give 
something back to us. We each get to express our talent 
and interest and quite often we are willing to even take 
up roles that simply involve a job that must be done. 
(Have you noticed how few hands go up when its time 
to nominate for treasurer!)

But  there  are  other  forces  at  work  in  our  community; 
forces that tend to break up and separate people from 
each other. Wolfensberger referred to these forces as a 
process of “De-Communitization”. That is, things that are 
happening to isolate and separate community member’s 
from each other; to extinguish the ties that bind the very 
fabric of a community.

How can this occur?

One principal  way  is  the culturally  facilitated focus of 
citizens  upon  themselves;  their  feelings,  desires  and 
“rights”.  ‘Me’  and  ‘My’  rather  than  ‘We’  and  ‘Us’  as  a 
culture. This can have the tendency to pit people against 
each other.

Another  feature  is  to  live  in  the  moment;  “here  & 
nowism”,  so  that  we  insist  on  instant  gratification 
without regard for its future consequences.

Of course, much of the culture directs us to embrace a 
life  of  pleasure,  rather  than  the  good  things  of  life. 
Pleasure might be seen as something one is entitled to, 
whereas the good things of life are something one has 
to put out effort for.

Yet most of us yearn for a decent community and seek 
ways  of  serving  and  supporting  many  community 
efforts, contribution to the lives of others being one of 
the key aspects of the good things of life.

While  citizen  advocacy  isn’t  primarily  focused  on 
community  development,  it  is  one  of  the  secondary 
outcomes of its efforts. Citizen Advocacy successfully 
brings  previously  unknown  people  into  long-term 
committed  relationships,  it  stands  in  contradiction  to 
these isolating and destructive forces, especially those 
that  would  prefer  to  see  certain  unwanted  groups 
removed from our presence. ⯀

Don’t forgot that the Trust website, at

citizenadvocacytrust.com.au

for  further  information about Citizen Advocacy,  details 
about  Australian  programmes,  how  to  receive  grants 
from the Trust and how to make donations to the work 
of Citizen Advocacy

You can also  make a donation through the website, or 
via the Give Now website:

givenow.com.au/citizen-advocacy

The  Citizen  Advocacy  Trust  relies  upon  the  ongoing 
support from its increasing band of faithful supporters 
to  maintain  specific  grants  to  Citizen  Advocacy 
programmes  which  promote  excellence  in  their  work, 
initiating  effective  relationships  between  ordinary  but 
suitable citizens and people with disabilities. 

Check out our Facebook page for weekly discussions at:

facebook.com/groups/citizenadvocacytrustaustralia

We are looking for motivated people to become 
Directors or Committee Members of the Citizen 

Advocacy Australia. If you are interested to 
learn more, please contact us at:

info@citizenadvocacytrust.com.au

Grant Information
Please take the time to look at the various types of grant 
applications on the website:
citizenadvocacytrust.com.au/about/grant-process/

John Armstrong
Chairperson of the Citizen Advocacy Trust of Australia ⯀
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Citizen Advocacy Conference February 2023
Securing the Future of Citizen Advocacy:
Strong Boards; Strong Coordinators; Strong Practice

Plans are underway for the holding of an international 
Citizen  Advocacy  conference  in  Melbourne  in  early 
February 2023. 

Planning started in 2019, with some long interruptions 
due to the global  pandemic.  The conference theme is 
‘Securing  the  future  of  Citizen  Advocacy’.  The 
conference  will  explore  this  theme  through  the 
presentation  of  ideas  and  methods  that  strengthen 
boards, coordinators and practice.

The  conference  planning  committee  is  convened  by 
Citizen  Advocacy  Australia.  It  is  working  on  the 
conference  logistics,  speakers  and  presenters,  and 
program.

The current members of the committee are:

Heather Buck CA South Australia
Board Vice Chair

Mark Feigan Citizen Advocacy Australia
Secretary/Director

John Ferreirinho Citizen Advocacy Perth West
Board Member

Heather Hindle Independent community member

Sharon Lowe Capricorn Citizen Advocacy
Secretary

Rosey Olbrycht Citizen Advocacy South Australia
Manager

Kim Roots Side By Side Advocacy
Executive Officer

Jenny Smith Capricorn Citizen Advocacy
Board Chair

Craig Agnew from Sunshine Coast Citizen Advocacy and 
Mitchel Peters have also contributed to the work of the 
planning committee.

The committee will  be inviting conference papers and 
presentations in the next  few months.  The committee 
are  exploring  the  possibility  of  staging  an  in-person 
event,  combined  with  some  on-line  participation.  The 
committee are aware that there is a desire for face-to-
face connection to share the Citizen Advocacy journey, 
from people both with long experience and people who 
are newer to Citizen Advocacy. 

The cost of physical attendance or online participation 
will  be  kept  as  low  as  possible.  The  conference  has 
received  a  substantial  benevolent  grant  from  the 
Barbara Page-Hannify Foundation to financially support 
the holding of the conference. Citizen Advocacy Trust of 
Australia will also make a financial contribution to help 
underwrite  the  conference.  We  will  also  be  seeking 
sponsorship  from  organisations  that  want  to  support 
the  theme  of  the  conference.  We  intend  to  support 
participation at the conference by people and programs 
who  might  otherwise  find  it  a  financial  struggle  to 
attend.

If you would like to know more or be involved in the work 
of the planning committee please contact Mark Feigan 
via

markfeigan@outlook.com.au ⯀

“Not to Be Dismissed”: The Importance of an 
Advocate’s Standing
Mitchel Peters

In Citizen Advocacy, recognition by other relevant parties 
of  the  validity  of  the  advocate’s  role  is  crucial.  “Other 
relevant parties” include, most notably, the paid service-
providers  and  the  family  of  the  protégé  (that  is,  the 
person with whom the advocate is matched, through the 
Citizen Advocacy office).

Another way to put it is to say that it’s important for the 
advocate to have “standing” vis-à-vis other parties in the 
protégé’s life. Standing, as the term is used here, refers 
to the perceived legitimacy of involvement of one person 
with another, particularly when acting on behalf of the 
other  person.  Parents,  for  instance,  will  have  high 
standing in the role of raising — and making decisions 
for — their children, at least until those children reach a 
certain age.

The standing of a citizen advocate is vital, especially if 
the advocate is in a  spokesmanship or similar  role in 
representing the protégé’s interests.

Some citizen advocates can acquire legal  standing by 
applying for, and assuming, formal roles such as the role 
of  a  guardian  or  an  adoptive  parent,  in  certain 
circumstances.

Of course, it is not necessary, possible, or even desirable, 
for the majority of citizen advocates to assume formal 
roles.

However,  advocates in informal  roles — roles that are 
not  legally  sanctioned — can still  earn what  might be 
called  social  standing,  though  close  and  long-term 
involvement with their protégé.

Social standing, then, is a kind of reputational credibility. 
It  is  acknowledgement  of  the  moral  legitimacy  of  the 
advocate’s  role,  because  the  advocate  has 
demonstrated  a  commitment  to  the  protégé,  key 
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indicators of which are intensity or depth of involvement 
and duration of involvement.

The  social  standing  of  an  advocate  makes  it  more 
difficult for someone like a paid service-provider of the 
protégé,  especially  a  service-provider  who  is 
antagonistic  towards  independent  advocacy,  to  de-
legitimise or dismiss the advocate’s role. The following 
account exemplifies the importance of the standing of 
an advocate, who was recruited and matched by Citizen 
Advocacy Eastern Suburbs in Perth, Western Australia.

The advocate,  whose protégé was a  frail  elderly  man 
living in a nursing home, was anxious to learn about the 
type,  dosage,  and  implications  of  the  medication 
administered  to  his  protégé.  After  receiving  evasive 
responses  from  nursing  home  staff  to  his  enquiries 
about  the  medication,  the  advocate  made  an 
appointment with the doctor  who was responsible for 
treating the residents of the service. At the meeting, the 
advocate simply told the doctor that he (the advocate) 
was a concerned and closely-involved person who had 
“been around long enough and was not to be dismissed,” 
that  he was entitled  to  have  access to  the requested 
information.  The  doctor,  impressed  with  the 
commitment  of  the  advocate,  agreed  to  the  request. 
Moreover, the advocate arranged to regularly meet with 
the doctor to discuss his protégé’s medication and other 
health-related matters.

The  above  vignette,  then,  serves  to  illustrate  that 
advocates  can  gain  standing,  by  —  so  to  speak  — 
standing by their protégé faithfully.

Mitchel Peters is a former Citizen Advocacy Coordinator. ⯀
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